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It’s so exciting to watch as each issue takes shape after 

many months of planning and collaborating with the 

industries most talented designers, brands and creatives! 

There is an abundance of joy I get from the creative 

process as editor; watching the pages unfold as the 

season’s stylish looks come to life through our stunning 

editorials and spotlight features. 

We are shifting gears for Fall/Winter with an entirely new spectrum of colors! Our cover 

story Aristocrat Society, Artsy Chic and Le Chateau kick off the seasons pantone palette, 

which is fluent throughout the issue. A Gracefully Poised Pepper and Charmed Couture 

showcase occasional holiday must-haves while readers catch a glimpse into the world of 

Molo, Raspberry Plum and Milk N Soda, alongside newcomers Sora Frank and 

Accessories Squad. Take a Sunday Drive….end up in the Sweet Suburbs or bask In The 

Loop with dreamy knits. I invite you to marvel in the symphony of color, features and 

excess that this exquisite Style and Grace issue holds!  Welcome to your Fall/Winter 

2017/2018  wardrobe! 

Kymberly Marciano, Founder and Editor in Chief

EDITOR’S NOTE
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Linnea wears Aristocrat Kids 
Believe In Fairy Tales Blouse 
Blue Violet Teens Graphic Skirt 
Olive Juice Socks Milk & Soda 
Oriental Pink Butterfly Clip

Jenson wears Paade Mode Jacquard 
Merino White Cardigan Aristocrat Kids 
Velvet Sunday Leisure Jacket T.O Collection 
Trousers Venettini Dress Shoes

Grayson wears T.O. Collection The Miles Dress Suit 
Guess Sweater & Leopard Faux Fur Coat 
Gucci New Ace Floral Sneakers

Photography Kymberly Marciano
Style  Heather Rome

Beauty Martin Christopher
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Guess EST81 Sweater 
Adidas Stan Smith Leather Shoes

Opposite
Blue Violet Blouse Guess Pleather 
Pleated Skirt Modern Queen Kids 
Raspberry Flights Of Fancy Collar 
Forever 21 Metallic Silver Loafers

Milk & Soda Oriental Blue Butterfly Clip

MINI-MAVEN.COM



Guess Leather Sleeve Trench Coat 
& Washed Red Joggers 
Wild & Gorgeous Space Crewneck 
Banana Republic Oversized Sun Shades

Opposite
Guess Long Sleeve Leopard Dress 
Aristocrat Kids Quilted Velvet Coat 
Fendi Black & White Slip-ons

MINI-MAVEN.COM
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Guess Leather Vest Bomber Jacket
Wild & Gorgeous Midnight 
Jumper & Sid Trousers

Opposite
Blue Violet Black Velvet Dress 
Milk & Soda Candice Faux Fur 
Green Stole & Anais Mesh Beanie

MINI-MAVEN.COM



T.O. Collection Midnight Blue 
Textured Blazer Aristocrat Kids 

Royal Velvet Slip Milk & Soda 
Evergreen Nixon Fedora 

Dolly The Dog

MINI-MAVEN.COM
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Opposite Guess Pale Pink 
Trench Coat Aristocrat Kids 
Golden Rose Lace Dress 
Milk & Soda Candice Faux 
Fur Pink Stole & Julia Pink 
Fedora Modern Queen 
Kids Lady Lace Cuff 

T.O. Collection Maroon 
Textured Jacket 
Wild & Gorgeous Heart 
Wing Jumper & Osaka 
Dress Guess Denim Pants & 
Pink Lace Bomber Jacket 
Dr. Marten Soft Junior 
Delaney Young Soles
Brando Loafers 
Whippersnappers Star 
Socks

MINI-MAVEN.COM
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All clothing Ultra Violet Kids | Hats & Accessories Paper Moon Vintage | Tights & Socks Hansel from BaselAristocrat Kids 
Berry Souffle Blouse 
Guess Flare Crop Jeans

MINI-MAVEN.COM
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Poppy in 

The Animals Observatory 

white canary dress

Bella in 

Molo georgina yellow rock 

cardigan MarMar Copenhagen 

tommy blouse & sisse layered skirt

Louis in 

Molo ripla black bean top 

Bobo Choses awning baggy trousers

MINI-MAVEN.COM



Bobo Choses awning stripe 

overshirt & button t-shirt Molo 

amma black bean trousers, 

gulia grey melange cardigan

Opposite 

Stella McCartney Kids 

abbie faux-fur colorblock jacket 

Molo carmen dress

MINI-MAVEN.COM



Opposite

Poppy wears Bobo Choses 

princess dress & two-tone socks 

Stella McCartney Kids tweedle 

knit pink pom-pom hat

Wild & Gorgeous harry jumper

Bonpoint corduroy cap

MINI-MAVEN.COM



MarMar Copenhagen trisha knit blouse 

& patty trousers

Opposite

Bonpoint navy jacquard cherry hat & yellow lurex 

sleeveless pullover Molo rafa velvet rose blouse 

Stella McCartney Kids darci blue scribble & skate skirt

MINI-MAVEN.COM



Molo georgina cameo rose cardigan 

The Animals Observatory cherries 

goose dress Bobo Choses socks 

Chapter 2 boots 

MINI-MAVEN.COM



Anna, Victor, Lola & Cedrick wear IKKS Wool Check Dress 
Burberry Dress Trousers Zara Stripe Tunic Madewell 
Diamond Scarf Aristocrat Kids Emanuela Dress 
Lindex Tights Little Creative Factory Sweater Tunic 
& Claudio Woolen Trousers

Photography Rene & Radka / Quadriga Management

Le 
Château

Fashion Editor Radka Leitmeritz
Beauty Kamila Brunias

Production Petra Ryslerova
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Opposite
The Animals Observatory 

Bull Stripe Sweater & Salmon Cherries 
Giraffe Dress

Karolina wears
Little Creative Factory 

Rose Velvet Dress Aristocrat Kids 
Burgundy Jockey Boots

Aristocrat Kids Olivine & Roses 
Velvet Dress

MINI-MAVEN.COM



The Animals Observatory 
 Yellow Tiger Jacket & Red Bird Skirt 
Little Creative Factory 
Mateo Buttoned Blouse Lindex Tights

Opposite
Vintage Red Coat
Aristocrat Kids Happy Holiday Dress

MINI-MAVEN.COM



Burberry Trouser Jumper
The Animals Observatory 
El Geometric Flamingo Shirt

MINI-MAVEN.COM



The Animals Observatory 
El Geometric Flamingo Shirt

Opposite
Little Creative Factory 

Lucia Oversized Dress & Polina Sack 
Dresses Lindex Wool Socks

MINI-MAVEN.COM



Opposite
Mini Rodini Deer Blouse
The Animals Observatory 
Star Cat Skirt Vintage 
Ruffle Belt & Boots

Aristocrat Kids Happy Holiday 
Dress Zara Wool Socks
Vintage Boots

MINI-MAVEN.COM MINI-MAVEN.COM



Let our MiniLoves take 
you for a spin on the 
color spectrum with a 
cool combination of 
classic silhouettes and 
avant-garde statement 
pieces. Our FW17 edit 
is complete with a 
star-studded selection of 
jewel-tone essentials, all 
inspired by the beloved 
Pantone color book. 
Having ompletely 
revolutionized the design 
industry with their 
seasonal trend book 
dedicated to pigments 
and shades, Pantone 
sets the mood for 
fashion designers and 
graphic artists across the 
globe. This season 
ranges from luscious 
velvets, shiny metallics, 
playful plaids, delicate 
laces, and fanciful 
feathers! 

PANTONE HUES /  MINI LOVESMINI LOVES / LOVE AND SHOP

MOLO
Velvet Moto Jacket

ARISTOCRAT KIDS
Ballerina Coat

PROJECT 6 NY
Feather Collar

JUNEE JR
Virginia Dress

TUCHINDA
Elif Top

MILK N SODA
Candice Fur Stole

YOUNG SOLES
Rosie Cherry Shoes

MINI-MAVEN.COM / 57

GUESS
Leopard Faux Fur

JUNONA
Burgandy Dress

MODERN QUEEN KIDS
Royal Portrait Collar

PLEIADES HANDMADE
Velvet Dress

TUTU DU MONDE
Flower Headband

ARISTOCRAT KIDS
Golden Rose Lace Dress

MILK N SODA
Anais Mesh Beanie

SORA FRANK
The Ruby Dress

NIKOLIA
Fringe Skirt

ISOSSY
Passion Blouse

VELVETEEN
Caitlin Dress

ARISTOCRAT KIDS
Happy Holiday Dress

NIKOLIA
Feather Shirt

MILK N SODA
Julia Fedora

NIKOLIA
Cavalry Jacket

ARISTOCRAT KIDS 
Magical Princess Shoes

MINI-MAVEN.COM
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COLOR CLASSICS /  MINI LOVES

MILK N SODA
Monster Cross Body Bag

HELLO SIMONE
Pom Socks

MOQUE
Molly Dress

JUST BRAYDZ
Braided Headband

YOUNG SOLES
Sidney Boot

STELLA MCCARTNEY KIDS 
Faux Fur Colorblock Jacket

MOLO
Colorblock Tull Skirt

MILK N SODA
French Fries Headband

WILD & GORGEOUS
Colombo Coat

HAUS OF JR
Red Shirt

MANUELA
Pom Headband

GUESS
Letterman Knit

ACCESSORIES SQUAD
Audreyan Bangle

MODERN QUEEN KIDS
Golden Beauty Bow

TAO
El Geometric Shirt

EFVVA
Fuzzy Heart Shoes

TAO
Cherry Skirt

ANTHEM OF THE ANTS
Gold City Leggings

GUESS
Pink Peacoat

HELLO SIMONE
Graphic Dress

FINGER IN THE NOSE
Multicolor Faux Fur Jacket

TAO
Beanie

MINI LOVES / LOVE AND SHOP

RASPBERRY PLUM
Sonny Culottes

TARTINE ET CHOCOLAT
Pleated Dress

EFVVA
Pom Vest

WILD & GORGEOUS
Sid Boy Trouser

WOLF & RITA
Carolina Blouse

MANUELA
Mustard Jacket

GUESS
Leopard Dress

MANUELA
Velvet Skirt

WILD & GORGEOUS
Sid Boy Trouser
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SOFT METALLICS /  MINI LOVES
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MOLO
Kitty Purse

FALKE
Socks

ACCESSORIES SQUAD
Paloma Bangle

RASPBERRY PLUM
Magdalene Dress

TUCHINDA
Lina Pants

MAR MAR COPENHAGEN
Graphic Sweater

MINI LOVES / LOVE AND SHOP

FEATHER DRUM
Brigette Belle Overalls

ZOE AICHE
Eye Tassel Necklaces

MINI-MAVEN.COM

MOQUE
Grey Check Dress

JUNEE JR
Layla Sweater

MILK & BISCUITS
Velvet Trousers

NIKOLIA
19 Layers Shirt

FINGER IN THE NOSE
Snowdance Jacket

GUESS
Grey Denim

TUTU DU MONDE
Waterfall Tutu Dress

HAUS OF JR
Gradient Tee

MAR MAR COPENHAGEN
Ruffle Sweater

MAD ENGINE GIRL
My Little Pony Party Dress

ARISTOCRAT KIDS 
Little Princess Shoes

MOLO
Metallic Dipped Skirt

EDEN AND ZOE
Leila DressLOUD APPAREL

Colorblock Tights

TUTU DU MONDE
Lavender Bloom Jacket

PIPPA & JULIE
Stripe Dress & Jacket

MODERN QUEEN KIDS
u  eaut  u

MOLO
Kitty Face Cap

PROJECT 6 NY
Party Bow
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RASPBERRY PLUM / ARTIST CRUSH 

Raspberry Plum spares no expense when it comes to 

grandiose detail! Season after season the brand continues to 

charm mini fashionistas with awe-inspiring collections that 

are an absolute inspiration, and the bold FW17 campaign is 

just a small window into the brand’s creativity. Maintaining 

their avant-garde themes, Raspberry Plum designer 

Aleksandra Stasic charms us with her whimsical use of colors, 

assortment of luxury Italian silk blends, leatherette appliques, 

layers of organza and pastels. German dada artist Hannah 

Hoch holds a strong influence over this collection with much 

of the campaign’s vision coming from her prevailing modern 

works of art; along with early 20th century circus posters. 

You’ll note strong abstract graphics, dazzling embroidery, 

jacquard knitwear, the brand’s signature hosiery. We’re 

swooning once again for this beloved brand! 

www.raspberryplum.com  @raspberryplum

MINI BRAND FEATURE / MAR MAR COPENHAGEN 

COPENHAGEN

Mar Mar Copenhagen’s new FW17 collection 
titled ‘Adventurous Trails’ takes us to fascinating 
places where revered tribal details meet the 
future. This collection, based on historic 
nostalgia, features a moody palette of gemstone 
colors and it is truly one to treasure. “Thee” 
Denmark-based brand rules the Mini Maven 
radar with its commitment to actively reducing 
their environmental footprint by using OEKO-TEX 
certified textiles and are passionate to make 
efforts to offer the very best they can to their 
customers. With a more refined feel to children´s 
clothing, where quality seems to matter even 
more, lead designer Marlene Anine Holmboe 
assembles beautiful materials of blended knits, 
jersey, denim, and viscose. Marlene’s creations 
come to life with playful metallic skirts, tutus and 
leopard prints. While this holiday season may 
seem extra special, we are as equally excited for 
their upcoming Spring Summer 2018 ten year 
Anniversary Collection offering statement party 
pieces your Mini will wear all the time!

www.marmar.dk/en @marmarcopenhagen

MAR   MAR
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Defining luxury with design, process and intent, children’s retailer Kodomo stands out above all the rest in the walking city! 
Owned by Mom Maven and Entrepreneur Extraordinaire, Jasmine Punzalan, this darling boutique in Boston attracts 
customers both big and small with it’s inviting signage, strong presence on social media and of course, a desirable selection 
of children’s designers. Here you’ll find coveted brands like Wolf & Rita, Nununu, and Mini Rodini, among many other 
Mini Maven favorites. Upon entering the store, minis bask in a myriad of styles featuring pops of color and illustrations, all 
on-trend and eco-friendly. Jasmine is extremely passionate about the industries’ manufacturing standards, hand-selecting 
brands based on their ethics and approach, who take environmental and social impact into consideration. This is just one of 
the many reasons why we love and support Kodomo! The beloved storefront recently opened a second location in the Beacon 
HIll neighborhood of Boston, and we couldn’t be more excited for this small ethical business. Be sure to follow them on 
Instagram for updates and new arrivals! www.kodomoboston.com  @KodomoBoston 

MINI MAVEN: What sets Kodomo apart from all other children’s stores in Boston?

JASMINE PUNZALAN: We’re a breath of fresh air in Boston! Kodomo’s vision is to source styles that define luxury not by 
labels (as many Boston retailers traditionally have done) but with design, process, and intent. We’ve introduced a wonderful 
collection of new brands to the Boston market: brands with whom we’ve deliberately partnered because of their ethics and 
approach, rather than any pre-established name or connotation.
 

MM: What inspired you to enter the world of retail?

JP: Before founding Kodomo, I spent significant time investigating and understanding 1) the practices behind the production 
of most children’s clothing sold in the Boston area and across the US, and 2) the styles available in the baby, child, and 
pre-teen markets. I learned that – more often than not – children’s clothing manufacturing fail to take into concern 
environmental or social impact; and that the majority of designs available are either scaled-down adult fashions or over-done 
with glitter, hologram, and super-charged colors. I wanted to push back at this norm by creating a shop in total opposition to 
the disappointing (and even dangerous) industry standards.

MM: Describe the Kodomo customer.

JP: We’re proud to profile two customer types: moms, and kids! The parents drawn to Kodomo are committed to the 
enrichment of their children; their personal well-being; and the state of the world around them. They understand higher 
quality goods and shop accordingly. But the styles they are selecting need to succeed in feeling right to the kids who wear 
them. Our smallest shoppers want clothing that they can be active in – that they can get dirty and wear day-in and day-out.

MM: Can you provide some best practices when it comes to store signage?

JP: Because our shops are smaller in scale we aren’t really in need of in-store signage. But we rely heavily on our 
street-fronting windows to give city passer-bys a sense of who Kodomo is. We regularly rotate our display and each visual 
uses an incredible mix of elements – metallic decals, hand-made piñatas, a landscape of unicorns and owls – to complement 
the clothing and accessories on our mini manequins. Our windows create a sense of play and whimsy and are really the 
windows to our soul!
  

INTERVIEW FEATURE / KODOMO

MM: Can you provide some best practices when it comes to 

store signage?

JP: Because our shops are smaller in scale we aren’t really in 
need of in-store signage. But we rely heavily on our street-fronting 
windows to give city passer-bys a sense of who Kodomo is. We 
regularly rotate our display and each visual uses an incredible 
mix of elements – metallic decals, hand-made piñatas, a 
landscape of unicorns and owls – to complement the clothing 
and accessories on our mini manequins. Our windows create a 
sense of play and whimsy and are really the windows to our soul!

MM: How do you get customers into your store? Any tips or 

special techniques that you use?

JP: We’ve had great success with instagram as a promotional 
outlet. The Kodomo account was founded months before the opening of our first location and gave us a chance to share 
content before we even had clothing to sell! We shoot regular campaigns mixing and matching each season’s designs and that 
photography resonates with the instagram user – who loves beautiful imagery – and has also allowed us to design 
locally-placed ads with a very editorial look and feel. Both our social media feed and our advertisements make it quite 
clear how different we are from any other children’s retailer in Boston. We’ve also had great luck with word of mouth. As a 
parent in the Boston community, living and raising a family in the downtown area, I’m always in touch with other like-minded 
moms – who are then in touch with each other. And bit by bit the awareness of Kodomo has grown.
 
MM: What are some of the biggest challenges you’ve had to overcome being a small business owner?

JP: I blog over on our website (www.kodomoboston.com) and actually wrote a post in the holiday season about the need to 
support small businesses. It’s such a wonderful sector of our world and each business owner works so incredibly hard to be 
able to open the doors each day. One of the greatest challenges is being a bit of a jack-of-all-trades as you navigate the 
waters of business operation: you’re not hiring an expert to find you the perfect location, but rather hunting for it yourself. 
You’re not able to support a dedicated marketing staff, so you’re creating and literally printing flyers to communicate your 
newest in-store launch. When there’s a sales shift to fill, you fill it. The business is your life without borders: you work 24/7, 
eight days a week.
 
MM: What brands do you carry in your store? Any favorites?

JP: We partner with brands from around the globe who are the antithesis of fast fashion. A few favorites of mine: 
Denmark-based Popupshop, renowned for classic knit clothes that are easy to wear, mix, and imperfectly match. Their 
leggings, baggy tees, skirts and one-pieces are cut from vibrant large-scale prints and illustrations: imagine photos of koalas, 
dolphins, and elephants covering an entire sweatshirt or swimsuit! All product is organic and completely traceable. I also love 
Portuguese company Wolf&Rita. They do an amazing job of pulling inspiration from the past to create modern clothes for 
everyday use. All materials used by the brand are bought and produced by companies within a 25-mile radius of the design 
house; and all workers are employed locally and live within a 15-mile radius. And finally – all the way from Israel – nununu! 
Nununu is distinct for their color pallete: their clean and comfortable designs pull from a palette of primarily black, grey, and 
white, highlighted by the occasional pop of color, and showcase graphics that are geometric, architectural, and industrial in 
nature. Pants, rompers, dresses and tanks match with capes and hoodies that would look equally at home on adults (and yes, 
I’ve worn quite a few of their larger items – check our instagram feed @kodomoboston to see the proof!)
 

MM: What’s been driving growth for you as a brand?

JP: Our recent growth has been twofold: online, at kodomoboston.com, and through the opening of our second location in 
the Beacon Hill neighborhood of Boston this past spring. Both of these outlets are real destinations for our customers, some 
of whom are now shopping us internationally (!) and others who live in or around Beacon Hill and come to our Annex location 
very deliberately.
 
MM: What have you learned from working in retail?

JP: That what seems so simple – the act of quickly buying a shirt or a pair of socks, or a board book, or – is actually a huge 
choice. And when we make this choice unconsciously, we are quite possibly supporting unhealthy business practices. But 
when we choose wisely, with deliberate intention, we are putting our purchasing power to work. Retail is an industry 
undergoing significant change now, and it is challenging to be entering a consolidating space. But I’m wholeheartedly 
convinced of the need for small ethical businesses, and hope to educate so that the appetite for these shops continues to grow.
 

Jasmine with her boys
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SORA FRANK / INTERVIEW FEATURE
MM: Can you walk us through your creative process?
SF: Well my biggest inspiration is my girls,  fabrics are also 
a huge inspiration to me, I usually source fabric first and 
once i have chosen the few fabrics i want to work with, 
then I sketch and work from there

MM: Where are your garments made and what types of 
fabrics do you use?
SF: U.S. and China, leather, lace, tulle, net, beaded 
fabric, velvets

MM: What makes the Sora Frank brand stand out above 
the rest? 
SF: Sora Frank boldly rejects traditional expectations about 
special occasion wear. While the elaborate Sora Frank 
garments owe a debt to royal inspiration, convention is set 
aside to make way for a daring princess, dauntless in 
leather, tulle, and tweed. These dueling fabrics come 
together in a rebellious yet whimsical way

MM: How many pieces are in your AW17 
collection?
SF: 8

MM: Is there one piece that stands out as your 
favorite?
SF: Um.. Its hard to pick one, the Rose and Alice are probably tied 
as my favorite

MM: Describe the girl who wears Sora Frank! 
SF: She’s Curious, loves adventure, at the same time is a princess 
and loves to dress up

MINI MAVEN: Where do you see the Sora Frank brand going in 
the next couple of years?
SF: Become a global brand, to be the brand every little girl, 
pre-teen and teen wants to wear

MINI MAVEN: Where can our readers shop your designs?
SF: We have a showroom in 
Brooklyn, where you can shop 
all our styles, we are working 
on our website which should be 
available to shop on for SS18

Creating bespoke pieces for significant moments, 
luxury brand Sora Frank colors outside the box when 
it comes to special occasion wear! When designer 
Sora Knobloch and her husband, and partner, Eli 
began Sora Frank, dreams quickly turned into reality. 
Inspired by their daughters and the desire for little 
girls everywhere to stand out as individuals, the duo 
created a line of seriously stunning evening gowns. 
The FW17 collection features eight jaw-dropping 
pieces for those memorable events, each with their 
own personality & flair. “The process is all part of the 
fun -- from choosing the fabrics to sketching up the 
design”. Sora Frank boldly rejects traditional 
expectations about special occasion wear. While the 
elaborate Sora Frank garments owe a debt to royal 
inspiration, convention is set aside to make way for a 
daring princess, dauntless in leather, tulle, and tweed. 
These dueling fabrics come together in a rebellious, 
yet whimsical way. With goals to go global and 
become a household brand for little girls, Sora Frank 
is well on their way and we are thrilled to have these 
pieces featured in the issue! www.sorafrank.com 

MINI MAVEN: What is your background? Have you always been a 
creative? 
SORA FRANK: I always loved designing, its always been an 
escape for me, when I was little and I was anxious and couldn’t fall 
asleep I would close my eyes and imagine myself a designer/stylist 
and I would design dresses and dress people for all types of events, 
that is how I would fall asleep almost every night lol

MM: What inspired you to create Sora Frank and how did you get 
into the world of children’s fashion?
SF: I always thought I would create a women’s evening wear line, 
but then I needed gowns for my girls, I wanted the gowns to be 
sophisticated yet young, perfect, yet imperfect and there was 
nothing out there that I felt met those criterias besides the 
standard, so it just made sense that that’s what I should do

MM: Tell us about a day in your life! How do you balance work and 
family? 
SF: It’s hectic, lol! I get up at 7am to get my kids ready for school, 
they leave for school about 8:30 and get home about 4:30, so I can 
work until 4pm.  I usually prepare dinner as soon as I walk into the 
house so when they walk in from school I can be totally present for 
them until they go to bed, and once they’re in bed I usually go back 
to work.





Hilda Henri Regal Blue Dress 
Woodstock London Owl Mask

Right: Halo Luxe Crown
Modern Queen Kids Nobel Dream 
Silver White Collar
Milk & Biscuits Check Double 
Layer Cloak & Over-The-Knee Skirt 
Aristocrat Kids Elegant Brogues 
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Left: The Animals Observatory 
Cherry Blouse & Woven Skirt

Aristocrat Kids Soft 
Treasures Sweater, Rose of 
Arabia Skirt, Beret & Magic 
Feather Collar
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Left: Halo Luxe Golden Crown
Sora Frank Black Romance 

Love & Sentiment Dress 
Modern Queen Kids 

Grand Party Bow

Halo Luxe Mesh Hairpiece
Givenchy Dress

Modern Queen Kids 
Grand Kingdom Ivory Collar

Young Soles T-Strap Loafers
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Photography Kymberly Marciano
Styling Heather Rome

Beauty

Modern Classic

Opposite Page 
Mara wears 

SEN45 Knit Bow Sweater 
Moque Grey Trousers 

Cotton On Kids Navy Fedora
 

Audrey wears 
Moque Cream Ruffle Top 

Bonpoint Houndstooth Skirt 
We Love Colors Basic Navy Tights 

Venettini Midnight Blue Loafers
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SEN45  Knit Sweater Coat  
Moque  Grey Check Dress
We Love Colors Navy Tights  
& Layered Fishnets

Opposite Page Moque 
Blue Puffy Sleeve Dress
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Opposite Page 
SEN45 Blouse 

Moque Ruffle Pinafore 
Free Babes Denim 

Polka Dot Bow 

Bonpoint Denim Pinafore 
& Cream Coat SEN45 

Polka Dot Blouse 
Free Babes Hair Bow 
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Moque Stripe Ruffle 
Blouse Bonpoint  
Grey Pants
Venettini Loafers 

Opposite Page 
Lemoniez  Blue 
Velvet Dress
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A lot has happened since we last caught up with 
Leah Nelson and Dully Lee, the lovely ladies behind the 
rising star in children’s accessories--Milk & Soda! The duo 
has been busy juggling work and family life, breaking into 
the Korean Market and has recently launched Milk & Soda 
in Europe! Going back to their Asian grass roots this season 
with a collection that is orient extreme, you can expect to see 
lots of chain & embroidery detail throughout! Prepare to let 
your individuality shine with sunglasses, hats and eye-catch-
ing hair accessories that stand out above all the rest. Their 
quirky embellishments and statement pieces are front-run-
ners among celebrity children like North West, and are now 
being sold in 5 Shinsegae department stores in South Korea.
Milk & Soda is taking the world by storm and we are elated 
to watch this brand grow! 
www.milknsoda.com.au  @milknsoda 

MINI MAVEN: Tell us, why is it so important to accessorize?
MILK & SODA: Accessorizing has a lot to say about a child’s 
personal style. Their expression speaks volumes through the 
hair accessories, hat or sunglasses they’re wearing, whether 
it’s glam bag or statement beanie. We get that each kid is 
an individual. 
 
MM: What experience and training did you find most 
helpful when launching Milk & Soda, and how do you still 
apply it today? Can you share some of your career 
highlights with us?
MS: We’ve both had vast industry experience coming from 
wholesale and retail womenswear 
backgrounds, where we got to see things first hand, learn 
how important timing is and appreciate the quality of 
production of handmade goods. We’re forever changing 
ideas on the last minute, working on tight deadlines and 
our brains generally never stop thinking! None of this has 
changed since we started, except now we’re travelling more 
frequently to overlook production and exhibiting at 
international trade shows.

In the last 12 months, Milk & Soda launched in South Korea 
and can be found in leading department store Shinsegae 
across 5 locations including the flagship store in Gangnam. 

This is exceptional for our brand as despite the fact that 
90% of our products are made in Korea, the Korean market 
is a tough one to breakthrough as they are deemed a 
leader in the fashion retail world, and even tougher to get 
into Shinsegae due to their strict standards and regulations 
for compliance on children’s products and obviously 
competition against other brands.

Our most recent career highlight would have to be when a 
customer informed us on Instagram of North West wearing 
our Diamante Crown headband on her birthday. The fact 
that our product was spotted on a celebrity child by a 
customer, was definitely a career trajectory for us.

MM: How far in advance do you begin designing your 
collections? Being in Australia, the seasons are opposite 
than most other countries...
MS: Unlike most apparel brands we work closely into the 
coming season - normally 6 months ahead; unless we are 
designing and developing for private labels and 
multi-national brands where the lead time is 12 months. 
Because we manage production in-house for most of the 
categories, we have the ability to control the volume 
produced, change designs on the nth hour and have faster 
lead times on seasonal deliveries. Being based in Australia 
with opposite seasons used to be a challenge when we first 
started selling internationally, but most of our global 
stockists tend to order styles that are transeasonal and 
ready to ship so it’s no longer an issue.

MM: What is the creative process in coming up with your 
accessory designs?
MS: It starts with me (Leah) providing creative direction 
for the season. We both closely analyze key trends that we 
feel resonate with the brand and is relatable to our target 
customer. Once we’ve decided the vibe for the season, Dully 
then has the free will to design the collection. When the 
designs are finalized and samples are produced, I come in 
as the design police and pull restraint on styles that are too 
niche. We revise each style in the collection to ensure that 
the overall range has a point of difference with a balance of 
commercial viability.

INTERVIEW FEATURE / MILK & SODA MM: How do you implement Style & Grace into your 
designs?
MS: Cute signature styles that are renown to us (like the crown headbands and hair 
clips) don’t need the spotlight, so we tend to implement style and grace in the high 
fashion pieces that have the ‘wow’ factor. The runway looks that you’d never think 
would be available in child size.

MM: What have been some of the challenging aspects you’ve 
encountered when designing accessories for littles?
MS: Proportions! We’ve sampled so many pieces that we thought would look 
incredible on a child, but doesn’t quite have the same impact as worn by an adult. 

MM: From where did you find inspiration for your FW17 line?
MS: AW17 is Orient Extreme. We’ve turned to our Asian grass roots and infused it 
with streetstyle punk cred. Wave goodbye to your accessories comfort zone. This is 
what happens when we take the basic beanie and amplify it with embroidery and 
chain detail.

MM: What kind of kids do you imagine wearing your accessories? How do you 
know what the rest of the world will love?
MS: Kids with indescribable personalities. We’re both parents and customers 
ourselves. If it excites us and our kids, then no doubt it will excite our customers 
and their kid(s) too. 

MM: What advice do you have for aspiring young designers?
MS: Stay true to your game and the rest will follow. Find your key strength and 
hone in on that.

MM: Ideally, how do you see your brand evolving over the next 
couple of years?
MS: Now that our brand is more established, the challenge is to 
continue to grow at a sustainable rate. We have recently launched into Europe, 
so we’d love to see Milk & Soda expand into leading specialty retailers and 
department stores across the UK, Europe and the Middle East.

MM: What about your wardrobe – what are your wardrobe essentials?
Favorite accessory to wear?
MS: We both love mixing high and low end pieces for our day to day looks. 
I’m more the basic ‘milk’ and Dully is definitely the fizzy ‘soda’. The brand 
name is actually a reflection of our personal styles and when ‘milk’ and 
‘soda’ is combined, the outcome is unexpected. 
Leah - denim, tee, sneakers, sunglasses and earrings 
Dully - skirt, shirt, heels, statement jewelry 

MM: What surprises or excites you most about the children’s fashion world?
MS: Meeting like minded people who share the same values and 
outlook on life.

MM: What is your Social Media of choice?
MS: Instagram @milknsoda
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Ida wears Little Pushkin The Red 
Hit Cloak Hello Simone Three 
Tulips Striped Blouse & Knit Skirt
Falke Romantic Color Dot Tights
Oeuf Medal Necklace

Maïa wears Bobo Choses 
Knitted Blue Ruffle Jumper 
The Animals Observatory 

Woven Brown Bird Skirt Falke 
White Low Rise Socks 

Young Soles Rodney 
Derby Boots

Sweet Suburbs
Photographer Feli & Pepita

Style Petra Klapprott
Beauty Claudia Creuels
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Philipp wears Lanvin
Striped Collar Shirt, Graphic 
Pullover & Red Denim Pants 

Rania wears Lili Gaufrette
Crepe Dress Falke Black High Socks 

Simonetta Patent Leather Shoes 

Hello Simone Denim Dress Bobo Choses
Stripe Baby Knitted Cardigan  

Falke Socks H&M Shoes
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Fendi White & Pink Dress, Beige Over Coat & 
Silver Flats Bobo Choses Knee High Socks 

The Animals Observatory Peasant Cardigan 
Falke Socks Zara Midnight Loafers
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Tartine et Chocolat Pleated Crepe Dress 
Bobo Choses Knitted Blue Ruffle Collar
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Simonetta Plaid Coat
Lilli Gaufrette Little 

Black Dress

Bobo Choses Sky Blue Dress
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Soft Gallery Pea-Coat Paul Smith 
Multi Color Shirt & Maroon Trousers

Falke Blue’s Socks
Young Sole London Loafers

Hello Simone Pullover
Boho Choses Scarf

Bobo Choses Seal Slipover 
Paul Smith Safari Shirt
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IN
the

Photography Dru Erin
Style & Set Design Shannon Gilbert

Beauty Lauren Danielle
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Tuchinda Dusty Pink Dian 
Cardigan & Quinoa Laerke 
Pants Cabbages & Kings 

Multi Bonnet & Blanket
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Tuchinda Blue Haze Cicely 
Top & Cream Lina pants 
The Animals Observatory 
Bull White Sweater Milk & Soda 
Everett Hazelnut Fedora

The Animals Observatory Brown Stripe 
Bull Sweater Paade Mode Wool Apen 

Shorts With Belt & Orange Seamless 
Conifer Leggings
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Helga Sol Run The Elsa 
Duster, Erika Ruffle Tank 
& Drop Crotch Pants
Tuchinda Light Grey 
Gwyneth Cardigan
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Cabbages & Kings Char 
Necklace & Petal Cape

Tuchinda Rosewood Elif Top
The Animals Observatory Tao Socks

Guess Pale Fuzzy Slippers

Paade Mode Red Handwarmers
Manuela Bound Scarf

Tuchinda Cream Manon Sweater
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Paade Mode Alpaca Maple 
Girls Sweater, Scarf &
Hamamelis White Merino Shorts
Tuchinda Burnt Orange Mika Pants
Just Braydz Braided Headband

The Animals Observatory 
Buon Animale Bat Vest 
Givenchy I Feel Love Knit 
Dress EMU Australia 
Natural Lamb Boots 
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LEFT LIYANNA WEARS 
PERFECT FUR DRESS 

LITTLE 10 DAYS 
STINA ECRU KNIT 

FINGER IN THE NOSE 
NIKIA RANDOM STRIPES

LEGGINGS MOLO
BEANIE BARTS

ELI WEARS
RIPLA TURTLENECK & 

PANTS MOLO
JAY GREY HOODIE 

GIRLS TALK TO BOYS
AKSEL WASHED Red 

WOOD BRIM CAP TWO-O

MILO WEARS
MILTON SKATER SWEATER & 

DENIM PANTS MOLO
BEANIE BARTS

PEACH SILK BLOUSE & 
DENIM BUTTON DOWN 

MOLO WIES JACKET 
RUBY TUESDAY BEANIE 

TINY COTTON 

PHOTOGRAPHY & STYLE BY
NADJ A POLLACK
BEAUTY BY ELKE DE JONG
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SHIRT & pANTS MOLO
DARCY BLAZER 

GIRLS TALK TO BOYS
BEANIE BARTS

BART  SHIRT MOLO
CAP TWO-O
DEAN SKINNY TROUSERS 
GIRLS TALK TO BOYS

BLOUSE BELLEROSE
TROUBLE BLUE DENIM SKIRT 
FINGER IN THE NOSE 
CARDIGAN BELLEROSE
CAP MOLO
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BALTIMORE JACKET & 
NICO SHIRT
FINGER IN THE NOSE
PANTS MOLO
BEANIE BARTS

BEANIE GIRLS TALK TO BOYS 
CARDIGAN RUBY TUESDAY

CELESTE BLOUSE & 
NIKIA LEGGINGS MOLO
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ELEPHANT MAN 
UNISEX JACKET 

GOSOAKY BUTTON 
DOWN SHIRT & 

CREWNECK 
PULLOVER MOLO

CAP TWO-O

DRESS 
LITTLE 10 DAYS

CAP TWO-O

LONG BLAZER & PANTS
LITTLE  10 DAYS 

CAP TWO-O
CARY TURTLENECK 

GIRLS TALK TO BOYS
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Photos Sara Pine
Art Direction Amanda Pine
Style Heather Rome
Beauty Tracy Moyer

Leila wears Flamingo Kids 
Black Sparkle Top Prince 
Street Brooklyn White Wash 
Sleeveless 
Hoodie Forever 21 
Metallic Skirt Dr Marten 
Delaney Boots
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Jolie wears Moque Structured Pale Dress
Omamimini Huskey Faux Fur Coat

Flamingo Kids Sequin Zipper Bomber 
& Skirt Set Prince Street Brooklyn 

Black Blouse Efvva Gold Boots
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Ava & Lu A4 Dress
Flamingo Kids Camo Leggings
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Flamingo Kids Leopard Leggings, Crop 
Top & Leather Jacket PLAE Sneakers
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Junee JR Black Blouse
Flamingo Kids Skirt

How To Kiss a Frog Tank
Top Omamimini Himalayan 
Pink High Low Faux Fur Top
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Photography Allie Cottrill
Styling Robin Reilly

Beauty Tammi McEvoy

Left: Kennedy wears 
Isossy Diva Coat 

Forever21 Pom Pom 
Headband

Elena wears
Wolf & Rita Grey Rita Top

Molo Tull Rainbow Brook Skirt
H&M Sneakers Customized by Stylist

 ArtSY
CHIC
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Lily wears
Paul Smith Silver Speckle Sweater

Hello Simone Demeter Dress
Molo Multi Structure Tights

Forever21 Brooch

Sophia wears 
Raspberry Plum Elisa Blouse
Citizen Smalls Paper Bag Skirt
Molo Yellow Rock Rib Tights
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Left: Kaiden Keefe wears
Wolf & Rita Roberto 

Button Down Marciano Kids 
Pin Stripe Blazer 

Molo Catherine Dress
Raspberry Plum 

Love Tights Wovenplay 
Lion Hood Hat
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Lauren wears
Marciano Kids Royal Blue 
Blazer Molo Velvet Rose 
Rafa Blouse Milk & Biscuits 
Cream Crushed Velvet 
Trousers Velveteen 
Glitter Socks H&M Sneakers 
Customized by Stylist

Wovenplay Charm 
Blouse Wolf & Rita 

Mariana Shorts 
Loud Apparel 

Line Two-Tone Tights
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Left: Velveteen Caitlin Layered 
Capelet Dress Wovenplay 

Purple Leggings H&M Socks 
Target Ballerina Flats 

Forever 21 Pom Pom Bracelet 

Wolf & Rita No Electricity 
Carolina Blouse Velveteen 

Paola Pleated Skirt 
Wovenplay Pale Leggings 

H&M Light Pink Socks 
& Sneakers Customized 

by Stylist
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Toni in TUTU DU MONDE Lost Girls 
Bluebell Onesie ANDORINE Faux Fur 
Coat WE LOVE COLORS Solid Color 
Nylon Socks 

Loretta in 
TUTU DU MONDE 
Lavender Bloom Jacket 

LITTLE WARDROBE 
Fairy Tale Tulle Skirt &

Starlight Shimmer Top
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LE MU Pale Blue 
Fuzzy Dress 

Liana in 
FEATHER DRUM 
Amelie Blouse 
MANDY TANGERINE 
Mini Top Knot Turban 
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ANDORINE Metallic Skirt 
YPORQUE Cardigan 

DARNER SOCKS Socks 
KENNETH COLE Boots 

ANDORINE Fringed Dress 
FALLEN BROKEN STREET KIDS 
Fedora H&M Soft Sand Boots 

ANDORINE Pleated Sweat 
Dress FEATHER DRUM 
Ava Pleated Maxi Skirt 
MINORQUINES Broderie 
Polka Sandals 
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Liana in LE MU Navy 
Velvet Blazer & Skirt Suit

Toni in LOUIS LOUISE
Gold Polka Dot Blouse 
FEATHER DRUM 
Brigitte Bell Overalls 

Loretta in YPORQUE Turtleneck
MILAPINOU Hortense Overalls 
FALLEN BROKEN STREET KIDS Cap
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LOUIS LOUISE Ruffle Collar 
Blouse YPORQUE Pink Tulle Skirt 

WILD & GORGEOUS Leli Faux Fur 
Coat AMOUR BOWS Pretty Pink 
Headpiece 

MILAPINOU Swan Dreams Collar 
ANDORINE Fur Sleeve Sweatshirt 
MILAPINOU Sofia Blouse Worn as Skirt 

Special thanks to Fuse Communications, Duo Showroom & AB Showroom
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MINI MAVEN: Who and what is 
Accessories Squad?
AS: Accessories Squad is for the 
chic-minded child who dreams 
anything is possible. Our goal was to 
create accessories that mothers feel 
proud to buy/gift and are special and 
bold. We believe we have created 
just that with the Accessories Squad 
bangle.  

We are four close friends who have 
11 children between us. We grew 
tired of children’s accessories that 
didn’t feel important and were 
basically disposable. We set out to 
create something eternal.

MM: Give us the scoop on your 1st 
collection? Was it a long process?
AS: Our first collection is fun, 
whimsical and will immediately 
elevate even a mundane outfit. 
Each bangle design is named for 
our daughters and the design and 
production took more than a year to 
perfect as we weren’t willing to 
compromise on quality. The bangles 
feel and look more like fine 
jewelry and we wanted the 
Accessories Squad girl to feel grown 
up even though the designs are 
entirely age appropriate.

MM: Describe your experience 
designing and coming up with the 
concept for this collection.
AS: Our daughters are always raiding 
our jewelry boxes. They want 
jewelry like ours so we wanted to 
create something accessible and fun. 
This is just as much their business 
as it is ours. They help with design, 
model and are the perfect test 
audience. We bounce ideas off each 
other and our daughters and they 
have ultimate veto power. If they 
veto a concept it’s an immediate 
no go!

MM: What is your favorite piece 
from the collection and why?
AS: Each of us has a different 
favorite and often favorites change 
based upon how they are worn and 
with what pairing. 

MM: Tell us about the motifs for 
each  bracelet. Did the girls decide? 
AS: THE AMES: This sweet design 
appeals to just about everyone much 
like the 7-year-old it is named for. 
The “Ames” is delicious, fun and 
undeniable irresistible!

THE AUDREY/ANNABELLE: This 
bangle design is everyone’s favorite 
… A total classic. Audrey and 
Annabelle are twins and indisputably 
adored by everyone they encounter!

THE JAGGER: This bangle design is 
classic, lovely and soft - just like our 
9-year-old Jagger. Always inclusive, 
always a friend to all - The Jagger is 
often gifted to a bestie. 

THE AVALON: The hot pink color of 
this design is vibrant and even a bit 
feisty - just like 6-year-old Avalon. 
It’s impossible not to fall in love with 
Avalon just as it’s hard not to love 
this bracelet. 

THE OLIVIA: This design is named 
for the girl who can do it all … Our 
Olivia is 9-years-old and her natural 
athleticism is matched by her natural 
grace. She is bold and adventurous 
and perpetually sweet. 

THE PALOMA: This design is for the 
ultimate VIP - Our 7-year-old Paloma 
is a show stopper and dreams of 
someday being a “fashion designer, 
stylist and model”

THE SASKIA: The black background 
makes this design a wonderful 
complement to any outfit. Our 9 year 
old Saskia is just as sweet as the 
doughnuts the surround her bangle 
and of course doughnuts are Saskia’s 
favorite treat. Yes, the girls help make 
all decisions. 

MM: How do you think children’s wear 
& accessories has evolved over the 
past 5 years? Why just bangles?
AS: The children’s wear and 
accessories market is constantly 
evolving. We have noticed that 
children want to feel and look and 
sophisticated and the marketplace is 
reacting to that. Bangles are just the 
start for Accessories Squad… we have 
endless ideas and so do our girls!

MM: Is there anything that didn’t 
make the final collection that you 
wished had?
AS: So many things! We wanted to 
present a finely edited first collection 
but many of our ideas are stored 
away for future collection.

MM: What’s next for 
Accessories Squad?
AS: We currently have tween designs 
(and even designs for adults) that will 
be ready in the Fall. We found that 
that 9-16 age group were 
clamoring for our bangles. So what 
started out as a concept for little ones 
has evolved into a business for all age 
groups. We are so excited that we 
have created a venture that can grow 
with our girls, and their interests. 
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Darling jewelry brand Accessories Squad is the 

product of four powerhouse moms who came 

together from different industries because of 
one belief -- that accessories for minis should 

be chic, eternal, and meaningful. Moved and 

inspired by their own daughters’ desire for fun 

and whimsical jewelry, Accessories Squad is 

coming in HOT this season with a collection of 

gold plated enamel Hermes-like quality bracelets 

made to fit each and every personality. With 
each bangle named after one of their daughters, 

your mini can stack or mix & match their wrists 

in these polished, whimsical bangles with motifs 

to swoon over. The ladies behind the beloved 

brand are constantly collaborating with their 

Minis, getting their feedback and ideas for future 

collections, making these joyous accessories the 

perfect embellishment and addition to any 

ensemble day, or night. Accessories Squad will 

be launching their tween and adult designs this 

fall, so stay tuned! 

www.accessoriessquad.com  @accessoriessquad

From Left to Right: Audrey, Annabelle, Olivia, Jagger, 
Saskia, Paloma, Ames and Avalon



ZOE AICHE / ARTIST CRUSH

zoe’s Faves!

“My line is for everybody, Girl or boy. It’s a mix of eyes, tassels 
and charms in all different colors.”

At just 8 years old Zoe Aiche is mixing 
colors, layering pieces and incorporating 
eyes, tassels and charms in every hue on 
the color spectrum. This ambitious Mini is 
a natural, following her heart and having 
fun with every piece of jewelry she 
creates. As the daughter of adored 
jewelry designer, Jacquie Aiche, Zoe has 
been surrounded by gorgeous jewels and 
baubles since day one. She’s a sucker for 
sparkles, but who isn’t?! This little lady 
takes a lot of her inspiration from 
out-of-the-box brands and designers like 
Tutu Du Monde and Mara Hoffman. Her 
gender-neutral collection is simply 
stunning. We are in total awe of Zoe and 
all that she’s accomplished at such a 
young age. Be on the lookout for her new 
website, launching soon! 

MINI MAVEN: Did you always know you 
wanted to design jewelry and follow in the 
footsteps of your mom? 
ZOE AICHE: It’s been so natural to me since I 
have been around it all my life. I love all the 
sparkles and the way they make me feel.

MM: What experience and training do you 
think was most helpful in creating your line? 
ZA: I always have to stay focused when 
making the jewels, otherwise I make a lot of 
mistakes.

MM: What have been some of the most 
challenging aspects of working in jewelry 
design? It must be harder than it looks!
ZA: It is, the hardest part is figuring out 
everyone’s sizes.

MM: Where do you find inspiration for your 
creations? Do you love fashion? Who are your 
favorite designers?
ZA: I love mixing all the colors and layering 
all the pieces. My favorite designers are Mara 
Hoffman, Tutu du Monde and Petit Bateau.

MM: What advice do you have for young, 
aspiring designers?
ZA: Follow your heart and make sure you are 
having fun.

MM: Where can we buy your designs? Will 
they be ready for FW17?
ZA: I am launching my own website and 
everything will be available there for now.
www.ZoeAiche.com

MM: Can we expect to see a collaboration 
between you and your mom, Jacquie Aiche, in 
the near future?
ZA: I am not sure yet, still trying to figure it 
out. I hope she will want to :) 

Meet Nicole Neves, she is a ray of sunshine living in a world of 
Superheroes! After 15 years in the corporate world, this Mom 
Maven has hit the ground running and has taken on the challenge 
of freelance life and parenting all with great finesse. With the 
support of  like-minded mom groups, her culinary savvy hubby and 
her two sons, A.K.A the #nevesbros. She shares some insights on 
staying grounded in the crazy world of event planning and PR. 
Plus, some inside tips on multi tasking. 

MINI MAVEN: How do you juggle your career as founder of Sequin 
productions, with being a mom to two young, adorable little boys 
and Wife to Dad Beets?
NICOLE NEVES: This is probably my biggest issue as a 
freelancer. I want to be able to network and socialize with press, 
influencers and potential clients, but I also need dedicated office 
days to get work done. Balancing the crazy schedule of my two 
toddler boys, me time, and a few date nights with my husband is 
an endless exercise in multitasking.There are days where I feel like 
24 hours just isn’t enough and needless to say, it’s hard to do it 
all. It’s been a gradual process, but I try to make strides every day 
when it comes to both time management and prioritization.

MM: You were the head of PR for denim giant Guess for over a 
decade. Was the transition difficult when you decided to go out on 
your own? 
NN: I knew I’d have to hustle when I decided to start by own 
business. I knew it would be a grind. But, having done the same thing 

in the corporate world for more than 15 years, I felt like I was prepared and ready to hit the ground running. A few of my brands 
are relatively new and don’t have big budgets, so I really have to hustle to get them great press. This means utilizing my previous 
contacts and pushing for them to still support me, plus my clients.

MM: Any Tips on Social Media Safety? Do you worry about your kids on IG? How do you handle the exposure? 
NN: I never tag where I am in real time. I love how IG has created a virtual photo book for my kids. I barely have any 
photos of me as a kid or with my family. And our family that lives far away feels like they are able to watch the boys grow 
up through IG.

MM: Tell us about your world within social media and the impact it has made on your life? How do you implement social 
media into your work? 
NN: “Social Media is an amazing way for entrepreneurs to spread the word about their services or products. It’s the new 
form of advertising for businesses.” After I gave my notice at my corporate job, I contacted past colleagues, vendors and 
friends to let them know about my new business. I posted on all my Social media platforms about my new career move, 
which really gave me a lot of leads for current clients. I chose Sequin Productions because my Instagram handle is 
@MySequinLife and I knew I wanted to utilize my Instagram audience to get the word out about my business and the clients 
I’m working with on events and projects. I’ve also made a conscious effort to push myself to get out there and show what I 
can do for my clients on Social Media. You really have to work at it and sell yourself to potential clients, and be persistent.

MM: Any Tips for Social Media Safety? Do you worry about your kids on Instagram? 
NN: First, I never tag where I am in real time. I love how IG has created a virtual photo book for my kids that can be shared 
in real time with my family and friends that live far away. I barely have any photos of me as a kid or with my family so being 
able to have this is amazing. 

MM: Tell us about your ties to Hey Mama Co. and Fashion Mamas!
NN: Both mama groups are amazing at guiding and connecting like-minded mamas. They have inspired me to believe in 
myself and that it is okay to try and have it all as a mother and entrepreneur. I’m beyond thankful for both groups.

MM: Describe the mom that you admire.
NN: It’s hard to single out a few moms…there are so many that I admire in my life. My first admiration of moms started with 
my own mom. She had me at seventeen and worked so hard to give me a beautiful life and show me the true meaning of 
unconditional LOVE. Overall I admire moms who inspire and support other moms. When we all support each other, magic 
happens!

MM: You have your hands in a lot of projects! Tell us about your philanthropic endeavors and goals for 2018.
NN: My philanthropy endeavors are really focused on charities that involve moms and children. The two I work with now are 
Alliance of Moms and Baby2Baby. I love to connect the brands I work with to help my philanthropic endeavors too.

MM: How has travel kept you inspired? Where do you like to go? Favorite place?
NN: I feel travel inspires me through the beauty of each place, meeting new people, experience different cultures and 
motivates me to learn more. My Favorite places are Spain, Italy, Greece and Mexico.

MM: Some favorite brands for boys? 
NN: Zara, Nununu, Cotton ON, GUESS Kids
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 “ I can’t image not to have fashion in my life. I am a 

detail freak, in everything”.

CANDY LANE KIDZ / MINI BRAND FEATURE 

CANDY LANE KIDZ
“Here at Candy Lane Kidz we LOVE pops of color and anything fun!”

Online children’s boutique Candy Lane Kidz is all about trend forecasting and staying true to their love 
for pops of color! Living for fashion-fun, owner Keyana Franklin is excited about this season’s ultimate 
styles.  It is excitement overload as Keyana begins stocking fashion-forward and favored brands for 
FW17 such as Raspberry Plum with their energetic hues, staple pieces from Tutu Du Monde’s Bespoke 
collection, Taglooks, Haus of JR, Bang Bang Copenhagen and AKID shoes. The Fall Winter season 
delivers statement jackets, cool stockings, palettes of nudes and blacks mixed with vibrant splashes of 
color, plus Candy Lane Kidz’ latest accessories and shoe collaboration with Gasoline Glamour. Keyana 
shares a few insights with us on fall’s must-have pieces and what to expect from SS18!  
www.candylanekidz.com  @candylanekidz

Mini Maven: Describe your experience sourcing collections and brands for your store!
Candy Lane Kidz: We find many of our top brands through children’s trade and fashion shows and 
social media. Continual trend forecasting also allows us to stay on top of our game. We also enjoy 
collaborating with unique adult designers to create a children’s collection catered to our audience.

MM: Tell us, any must-have pieces and accessories? 
CK: Our must have shoes and accessories for this season is our 
collaboration with Gasoline Glamour. This collaboration is wild 
and offers our customers with someamazing statement 
accessories. 

MM: How do you think social 
media impacts children’s wear 
awareness? 
CK: Children’s wear has definitely 
enhanced since social media has 
evolved and many parents are
now finding inspiration through 
those platforms, including 
popular online resources such as 
mini maven, the go to for  
Children’s fashion. Social media 
has also been a crucial outlet for 
designers to share their creativity 
with their clients.

MM: Any predictions for SS18? 
What do you think will be the 
biggest trend?
CK: We are envisioning many 
prints and loud, vibrant colors 
for SS18. We’re aiming to go
 for a modern 60’s feel for 
children, only time will tell.

PepperPics
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What a glorious adventure the past 18 months have been for talented Mom Maven 
Bonnie Van Geel, the creative force behind @PepperPics. Hailing from her hometown in 
Southern Netherlands, Bonnie is a fashion lover in every sense of the word; a true visual artist 
and graphic designer. Honing in on her extraordinary talent, Bonnie has built a stage where 
she and her daughter, Pepper, can let their imaginations soar and express themselves freely 
through art, fashion and photography. The ever growing popularity of social media has 
made it possible for Bonnie and her daughter to connect with brands and creatives around 
the world, fueling their inspiration daily. The mother/daughter duo have captivated followers 
on Instagram from all corners of the world and have attained monumental attention from 
the most desired children’s fashion labels in the industry. This incredible journey has placed 
Bonnie and Pepper on a path of new experiences and travel, but most importantly sweet 
mother/daughter memories that will last a lifetime. 

MINI MAVEN: Where do you find inspiration for your photography concepts? 
BONNIE VAN GEEL: Everywhere.

MM: How do you and Pepper prepare for a shoot?
BG: I prepare without her. I make sure everything is ready so she just has to come, put the clothes 
on, do her hair and start shooting.

MM: Pepper is your 7 yr old daughter & muse. Seems the two of you have such a lovely bond! Can you tell us what it’s like working together?
BG: It’s the best. The fact that I can share this with my girl is the most amazing thing. We were already close but this makes us even closer. It’s 
just the two of us and doing something you love together with the person in life you love most is just amazing. We are creating memories with 
each other that not a lot of parents can say this in this way. We have traveled through Europe, have been to Vienna, London, Barcelona, Lisbon 
and Paris in 6 months time and did so many other great things because all of this. 

MM: Do you or Pepper have a favorite artist that you like to listen to when shooting?
BG: Pepper is a Justin Bieber fan, me too! But, she can’t stand still when hearing music, 
so we end up turning it off sometimes. 

MM: You mentioned up until a year ago you only used your iphone for photography. 
What kind of camera do you use now? Is there a lens that you favor over others?
BG: Yes, it’s true, I only used my iPhone!!  After my first ‘real’ shoot which I did with a 
friends camera I decided I needed to get more professional. It was about a year later 
when brands started noticing us. I have a Canon 6D with a 24-70mm f/2.8 lens. It’s quite 
an universal lens which you can use for portrait but also for landscape. So I don’t have to 
switch lens that often. 
 
MM: How old was Pepper when you began your Instagram account? Did you get 
approached by brands, or was it a local shop?
BG: I was asked to do a guest blog for Kindermodeblog.nl. Pepper was 4 and it just 
started as a fun thing to do. Completely nothing like where we are today. We often got 
something from a blog that we needed to shoot as well, but that was it.

MM We worked together on Fairy Tale Muse for the Iconic Issue and now Gracefully 
Poised for Style & Grace. Can you share your creative process?
BG: It works different for every editorial but with Fairy Tale Muse I immediately thought 
of books. Escaping in books. So I started looking for children’s books that I really liked. 
When I had a selection I starting thinking of brands that could go with the theme of the book. I then reached out to them directly or with the help 
of your editor. I love combining, mixing and matching. From there I visualise looks and pictures in my head,  And after the shoot I started looking 
for backgrounds that matched the looks and the books. 

MM: Do you ever worry about Pepper being in the spotlight? Does she like it?
BG: Yes, sometimes. But I see how much she likes this. Otherwise I would not do it. 

And I can make this as much fun for Pepper as possible. 

MM: Your work is getting noted and recognized! 
Do you imagine you may take things to the next level with 
your photography and art? 
BG: I’m always imagining this. I really hope we can. I’m 
always thinking of ways to do so. This is what I want to do. 
Especially the editorial shootings. Thinking of a story, 
finding the brands and looks to get this story visualised 
and editing the pictures to make them ‘special’.  I really 
hope I can expand this and get to a next level in the near 
future. 

MM: Does Pepper want a sibling? 
BG: Yes. She would love to have a baby 
sister or (second choice) brother. 

MM: What do you think of Mini Maven Magazine?
BG: I love this magazine. I love the look and feel. And I am 
a magazine addict! I often think why there isn’t a similar 
magazine in the Netherlands. We don’t have these kind 
of magazines really focused on kids fashion. Maybe I 
should start one. ;)
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Meet Anna Sophia, the innovative designer 
behind emerging eco-friendly brand “Where 
Is Marlo”. Anna’s love for color and extensive 
knowledge of fabrics, pattern conception and 
industry supplying methods has given her the 
continued creative ambition needed to advance 
in the fashion realm. Not being one for trends, 
Anna brings a unique approach to the table when 
constructing each collection, drawing much of her 
inspiration from contemporary art and design. “That 

kind of inspiration helps to propose something more unique and timeless”. 
The upcoming SS18 season titled Wild Revolution is her most cherished 
collection as of yet. Expect to see swimsuits made of recycled polyamide, abstract 
shapes and a focus on individual colors one by one; red, blue, green, and yellow. The unique collection features a striking 
palette of global tonality and promotes slow fashion to the fullest.  www.whereismarlo.com @whereismarlo

Mini Maven: Tell us about the SS18 collection. We hear it’s your favorite one thus far!
Anne-Sophie: The main idea was to work on real botanical, organic, wild and tribal patterns and to transform 
it in a contemporary and modern way. This is the spirit of the collection which is called WILD REVOLUTION.

MM: Do you have a favorite piece from this collection? 
AB: The swimsuit in recycled polyamide with an abstract ‘storm’ print.

MM: Why did you chose children’s fashion and why do you think it’s so important?
AB: Because children’s world is less sophisticated and I appreciate working with jerseys 

and felpas which are the most comfy fabrics for kids. Children’s fashion is a way of 
expression for growing children and people of course. It’s not so important for me if 

we only see that point and if we don’t look at the utility first of all.

MM: How did your experience at the Haute Ecole des Techniques de 
l’Habillementin Lugano, Switzerland prepare you for next venture?
AB: It gave me the knowledge of the fabrics, machines, drawing, pattern 
conception, industry supplying methods. This knowledge of course mixed with 
some years of experience were the basement to launch Where is Marlo.

MM: Is there anything in particular that sparks your creativity? What drives 
your work?
AB: Contemporary art is inspiring me every day. Innovation or ‘bringing 

something different’ to what already exists is also a motivation. 
Sustainability is a must (humanity & environment care are part of each choice).

MM: What is your creative process like?
AB: It always begins with a colour palette. I don’t look at the trends because 

I think we are enough influenced by it naturally with the 
digital world. Then it’s a choice of thematic thinking 

about what I like at the moment (in art).I also think 
about Marlo… what kind of travel or dream it could be for 

him, what could be the message of the collection.The final result is 
generally given by the mix of cuts, shapes, details, print design, 
colours and materials (bio or recycled or end of series of 
unused fabrics).

MM: What is your biggest concern for the future 
generations and what would you do to change this?
AB: Mainly environmental deterioration and humanity 
social imbalance. I would change the season rhythm of 
fashion (fast fashion) because it creates too much waste. 
I would avoid sales because it devaluates the true and 
correct value of clothing (and all the people involved in 
the industry). I would use only sustainable materials and 
process. “I would teach children that a clothe can 
last if it’s treated preciously”.

“ I don’t look at the trends because I think 
we are enough influenced by it naturally with 

the digital world”

MINI-MAVEN.COM
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BRANDS & Boutiques
THE STYLE & GRACE ISSUE

ACCESSORIES SQUAD 
accessoriessquad.com

AMOUR BOWS 
amourbows.com

ANDORINE 
andorine.com

APPAMAN 
appaman.com

ARISTOCRAT KIDS
aristocratkids.com

AVA AND LU 
avaandlu.com

BANANA REPUBLIC
bananarepublic.com

BANG BANG COPENHAGEN 
bangbangcph.dk

BARTS 
barts.eu

BELLEROSE 
bellerose.be

BLUE VIOLET KIDS

BOBO CHOSES
bobochoses.com

BONPOINT
bonpoint.com

BURBERRY
us.burberry.com

CABBAGES AND KINGS NY
cabbagesandkingsny.com

CANDY LANE KIDZ 
candylanekidz.com

CATAMINI
catiminiusa.com

CITIZEN SMALLS
citizensmalls.com

CHAPTER 2
chapter2kids.com

CHIPIE
brand.chipie.com

COTTON ON
cottonon.com

DANIEL WELLINGTON
danielwellington.com

DARNER SOCKS
darnersocks.com

DR. MARTENS 
drmartens.com

DUO SHOWROOM 
duokids.com

EDEN & ZOE
edenandzoe.com

EFVVA
efvva.com

EMU AUSTRALIA
emuaustralia.com

FALLEN BROKEN STREET KID
fallenbrokenstreet.com

FALKE
falke.com

FENDI
fendi.com

FEATHER DRUM
featherdrum.com

FINGER IN THE NOSE
fingerinthenose.com

FLAMINGO KIDS
flamingonline.com

FOREVER 21
forever21.com

GIRLS TALK TO BOYS
girlstalktoboys.com

GIVENCHY
givenchy.com

GO SOAKY
gosoaky.com

GUESS
guess.com

GUCCI
gucci.com

HALO LUXE
haloluxe.com

HAUS OF JR
hausofjr.com

 

HELGA SOLRUN 
helgasolrun.com

 

HELLO SIMONE
hellosimone.fr

H&M 
hm.com

HILDA HENRI 
hildahenri.com

HOW TO KISS A FROG 
howtokissafrog.com

IKKS 
ikks.com/en 

ISOSSY 
isossychildren.com

JUNEE JR
junees.com

JUNONA
junonastore.com

JUST BRAYDZ
justbraydz.com

KENNETH COLE
kennethcole.com

KODOMO
kodomoboston.com

LE MU
le-mu.co.uk

LE PETITES
lespetits-carreaux.com

LIME APPLE
us.limeapple.com

LINDEX
lindex.com

LILI GAUFRETTE

LITTLE 10 DAYS 

LITTLE CREATIVE FACTORY
littlecreativefactory.com

LITTLE PUSHKIN 
littlepushkin.com

LITTLE WARDROBE
littlewardrobelondon.co.uk

LOUD APPAREL 
loud-apparel.com

LOUIS LOUISE 
louislouise.com

MAD ENGINE GIRL 
madengine.com

MADEWELL 
madewell.com

MANDY TANGERINE
mandytangerine.com 

MARA HOFFMAN
marahoffman.com

MARMAR COPENHAGEN
www.marmar.dk

MARCIANO GIRL
marciano.guess.eu

MANUELA DE JUAN
manueladejuan.com/en

MERI MERI
shopmerimeri.com 

MILAPINOU
milapinou.fr/home.aspx

MILK AND BISCUITS
milkandbiscuits.com

MILK AND SODA
milknsoda.com.au

MINI RODINI
minirodini.com

MINORQUINES
minorquines.fr/en 

MODERN QUEEN KIDS 
modernqueenkids.com 

MOLO
molo.com

MOQUE 
moque.us

NIKOLIA KIDSWEAR
nikoliakid.com

NUNUNU
nununuworld.com 

OEUF NYC
oeufnyc.com

OLIVE JUICE 
olivejuice.com

OMAMIMINI
omamimini.com

PAADE MODE 
paademode.com

PAUL SMITH
paulsmith.com

PIPPA AND JULIE
pippaandjulie.com

PLAE
goplae.com

PLEIADES HANDMADE
pleiadeshandmade.com

PRINCE STREET BROOKLYN
princestreetbk.com

PROJECT 6 NY
project6ny.com

RASPBERRY PLUM
raspberryplum.com

RUBY TUESDAY 
rubytuesday.nl

SEN 45 
SIMONETTA

simonetta.it

SOFT GALLERY
softgallery.dk

SONS + DAUGHTERS EYEWEAR
wearesonsanddaughters.com

SORA FRANK
sorafrank.com

STELLA MCCARTNEY KIDS 
stellamccartney.com

TARTINE ET CHOCOLAT
tartine-et-chocolat.com

TARGET
target.com

THE ANIMALS OBSERVATORY 
theanimalsobservatory.com

TIA CHIBANI 
tiacibani.com

TIMBERLAND 
timberland.com/kids

TINY COTTONS 
tinycottons.com

T.O. COLLECTION

TUCHINDA 
tuchindadesign.com

TUTU DU MONDE
tutudumonde.com

TWO-O 
ULTRA VIOLET KIDS

ultravioletkids.com

VELVETEEN
velveteenclothing.com

VENETTINI
venettini.com

WHERE IS MARLO
whereismarlo.com

WHIPPERSNAPPERS
footcardigan.com

WILD & GORGEOUS
wildandgorgeous.co.uk

WE LOVE COLORS 
welovecolors.com 

WOODSTOCK LONDON
woodstocklondon.com

WOLF AND RITA 
wolfandrita.com

WOVENPLAY
wovenplay.com

WUNDERKIN 
wunderkinco.com

YOUNG SOLES 
 youngsoles.co.uk

YPORQUE 
 yporque.com

ZARA 
 zara.com

ZOE AICHE 
zoeaiche.com
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